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Abstract 
This paper presents a hybrid robust decision support model and framework for the seamless 
integration of collaborative product development with optimal product performance. The 
developed hybrid robust design decision-support model quantitatively incorporates qualitative 
design knowledge and preferences of multiple, conflicting attributes stored in a knowledge 
repository so that a better understanding of the consequences of design decisions can be achieved 
from an overall perspective. The work provides a framework for an efficient decision support 
environment involving distributed resources to shorten the realization of products with optimal 
life-cycle performance and competitiveness. The developed methodology and framework are 
generic and flexible enough to be used in a variety of decision problems. The application for the 
concept evaluation and selection in design for mass customization is provided. 

Keywords: design decision support, hybrid robust decision model, decision-making mechanism, 
autonomous decision agent, and multi-agent framework 

1. Introduction 

Engineering design is essentially a decision-making process that requires rigorous evaluation, 
comparison and selection of design alternatives and optimization from a global perspective on 
the basis of different classes of design criteria [1]. Increasing design knowledge and supporting 
designers to make right and intelligent decisions can achieve the improvement of the design 
efficiency. Thus, the design strategy must be devised to specifically address all aspects of design 
including process modeling, knowledge modeling, and decision support and the inherent 
complexity arising from representing physical design problems using idealized computer-based 
models. Such a strategy can then lead to the identification and development of knowledge 
decision support techniques that play a crucial role in enabling designers to make intelligent 
decisions towards improving the overall quality of the products designed.  

       This paper aims to develop a knowledge-based design decision support methodology and 
framework that can be extensively applied for engineering system design. The work involves the 
development of a complex decision-making model and framework for design process from the 
perspectives of knowledge management and decision support. Technologies, such as design 
process and knowledge modeling, decision theory, optimization, distributed agents and web-
based collaboration support, are exploited to explore structured support for both single and 
distributed design teams. The knowledge-based approach presented in this paper will provide an 
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effective interface and design decision templates for a series of decisions in a knowledge 
intensive and distributed collaborative design environment.  

       The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous research related 
to design decision support and current status. Section 3 proposes a hybrid robust decision model. 
Section 4 develops a knowledge support framework. Section 5 provides a case application of the 
proposed model to concept evaluation and selection. Section 6 summarizes the paper and points 
out the future work.   

2. Current Status of Research 

Design decision support problems facilitate the search for superior or satisfying design solutions, 
especially in the early stages of design, when all of the information needed to model a system 
comprehensively may not be available. Current researches in design decision support are 
working on enabling technologies to assist product designers to make decisions in the design 
process [1]. There are generally six categories of approaches on design evaluation and selection 
decision support [2]: multi-criteria utility analysis, fuzzy set analysis, probability analysis, 
design analytic methodology, and the information content approach. The first four approaches 
are prevalent. 

      Multi-criteria utility analysis is an analytical method for evaluating a set of alternatives, 
given a set of multiple criteria. It has been widely applied in the areas of engineering and 
business for decision-making. For example, Thurston [6] has applied this technique to the 
material selection problem that evaluates alternatives based on utility functions that reflect the 
designer’s preferences for multiple criteria. Mistree et al. [8,9] modeled design evaluation and 
optimization as a compromise decision support problem (cDSP) and employed goal-
programming techniques to make optimal selection decisions. While mathematical programming 
and utility analysis enhance algorithm-rigorous optimization modeling, such methods require the 
expected performance with respect to each criterion to be represented with a quantitative form. 
They are not appropriate for use in the early design stage, where some qualitative design criteria, 
i.e., intangible criteria, are involved and difficult to quantify [7]. The main drawback of these 
evaluation methods is that they ignore the inconsistency issue on the part of the decision maker, 
which occurs when the solution does not match the decision maker’s preference and results from 
the randomness of the decision maker’s judgments [11].  

        Fuzzy analysis, based on fuzzy set theory [10], is capable of dealing with qualitative or 
imprecise inputs from designers by describing the performance of each criterion with some 
linguistic terms, such as “good,” “poor,” “medium,” etc. It has proven to be quite useful in 
decision-making problems with multiple goals or criteria, especially rank alternatives at very 
early stages of the preliminary design process [12]. This approach is most appropriate when there 
are imprecise design descriptions, while probability analysis is most appropriate for dealing with 
stochastic uncertainty. It excels in capturing semantic uncertainty with linguistic terms. 
However, it requires discreet deliberation in dealing with crisp information, and a domain-
specific method is needed to fuzzify each tangible criterion whose evaluation is naturally 
estimated as an ordinary real variable. Another challenge is the incomparability between various 
criteria, which necessitates some mechanisms to be capable of converting various types of 
performance evaluation with respect to different criteria to a common metric so as to specify 
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suitable membership functions for them. The design evaluation usually involves both tangible 
and intangible criteria, along with quantitative and qualitative performance measures. This 
motivates the hybrid approach of combining the quantitative, normative problem structuring 
capabilities of operations research techniques with the qualitative, descriptive problem-solving 
approach used in artificial intelligence techniques. For example, Maimon and Fisher [13] 
presented a robot selection model using integer programming and a rule-based expert system. A 
good number of efforts have been devoted to fuzzy goal programming to model mathematically 
the imprecise relationships using fuzzy goals and soft constraints. However, they mostly model a 
particular aspect of uncertainties in design evaluation, such as imprecise relationships, imprecise 
information, and uncertain information [14]. It is difficult for a fuzzy goal-programming model 
to consider all sources of uncertainty coherently at the preliminary design stage [15]. In addition, 
the computational complexity is a key issue, especially in case of a large number of design 
alternatives and criteria being involved [16,17].  

      There are also many other product feasibility and quality assessment tools that are useful for 
planning the design of products, such as quality function deployment (QFD) [18], concurrent 
function deployment [19], conceptual selection matrix [20], Taguchi robust design method [21], 
etc. While these methodologies provide high-level guidelines for design evaluation, detailed 
supporting techniques are essential, 4Ms (models, methods, metrics and measures) are the core 
in integrated product development [19]. With the development of collaborative design, some 
researchers are working on enabling technologies or infrastructure to assist product designers in 
the computer or network-centric design environment [27,28]. Some are intended to help 
designers to collaborate or co-ordinate by sharing product information and manufacturing 
services through formal or informal interactions [28]. Others propose frameworks that manage 
conflicts between design constraints and assist designers in making decisions [27]. Most decision 
support programs can only calculate satisfaction levels. It is needed to add unique analysis and 
reporting features, including: probability that a particular alternative is the best choice; 
assessment of the level of consensus for each alternative; guidance on what should be done next; 
and documentation of the entire decision making process.  

3. Hybrid Robust Decision Model  

The research focus in this paper is on establishing a hybrid robust decision model which may 
integrate one or more techniques such as compromise decision support (cDSP), fuzzy systems, 
neural networks, intelligent agents, data mining (e.g. fuzzy clustering algorithm), and genetic 
algorithm to solve both compatible and no-non-compatible decision problems. Details are 
discussed below in this section. 

3.1 Compromise Decision Support Model (cDSP) 

Decision support problems (DSPs) are generally formulated using a combination of analysis-
based hard information and engineering judgment in the form of viewpoints, post solution 
sensitivity analysis, bounds, and context for decisions to be made [8,9]. Two primary types of 
decisions are supported within the DSP technique, selection and compromise, and along with 
several combinations of these. The "selection" type decision actually includes the evaluation and 
indication of preference based on multiple attributes for one among alternatives, while the 
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"compromise" type decision is the improvement of an alternative through modification. Another 
aspect of the DSP technique that is particularly relevant to distributed collaborative design is the 
facility of expressing decisions that are linked together such as coupled and hierarchical 
decisions through combinations of selection and compromise DSPs (i.e., selection-selection, 
compromise-compromise, and selection-compromise) [22,27]. These derived decision constructs 
are ideally suited for modeling networks of concurrent and sequential decisions that share 
information and knowledge. In compromise decision support problem (cDSP) model, as shown 
in Figure 1, a hybrid of goal programming and math programming is used to determine the 
values of design variables that satisfy a set of constraints and achieve as closely as possible a set 
of conflicting goals [22].  
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A hybrid of Goal Programming and Math Programming used   to determine the values of design   
variables that satisfy a set of constraints and achieve as closely as possible a set of conflicting
goals. [22]

 
Figure 1 Compromise decision support model (cDSP)  

3.2 Fuzzy Synthetic Decision Model (FSD) 

A fuzzy synthetic decision model is developed based on a fuzzy ranking algorithm and a fuzzy 
inference mechanism for engineering design evaluation and selection. The problem of design 
evaluation and selection is defined as: given a set of design alternatives, evaluate and select a 
design alternative that can satisfy customer needs, meet design requirements and fit the technical 
capabilities of a company. 

Fuzzy Ranking for Design Evaluation  

Using the design solution clustering techniques [26], a reasonable number of possible design 
alternatives can be obtained in conceptual design stage. The remaining procedure is to examine 
the design alternatives against marketing and econo-technical and even ergonomic criteria as 
well as aesthetic criteria. This is actually a multi-criteria decision-making problem. The 
traditional procedure for calculating a weighted average rating by use of the cost-benefit analysis 
[3] is not applicable for the situations where uncertainty exists and the information available is 
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incomplete, for example, the terms "very important,'' "good,'' or  "not good,'' themselves are a 
fuzzy set. Let a set of m alternatives A={a1, a2,...,am} be a fuzzy set on a set of n criteria 
C={C1,C2,...,Cn } to be evaluated. Suppose that the fuzzy rating rij to certain Cj of alternative ai 
be characterized by a membership function )( ijR r

ij
µ , where, Rrij ∈ , and a set of weights W={w1, 

w2, ..., wn} is fuzzy linguistic variables characterized by )( jwW j
µ , . Consider the 
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Therefore, through the mapping , the fuzzy set  induces a fuzzy rating set  
with a membership function  
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The final fuzzy rating of design alternative ai can be characterized by this membership function. 
But it does not mean the alternative with the maximal )( iR rµ is the best one. The procedure needs 
to further evaluate the following two fuzzy sets as [4]:  
(1) a conditional fuzzy set is defined with the membership function: 
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(2) a fuzzy set is constructed with membership function: 
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The combination of these two fuzzy sets induces a fuzzy set I which can determine a best design 
alternative with the highest final rating, i.e.,  
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The fuzzy ranking is more flexible and presents uncertainty better. With this method the designer 
can use linguistic rating and weights such as "good,'' "fair,'' "important,'' and "rather important,'' 
for design alternatives evaluation. 

Neural Network Adjustment for Membership Functions 

Due to the complexity and uncertainty of design problems, it is required to further improve the 
above fuzzy synthetic decision model and evaluation method. One of aspects in improvement is 
learning ability. In a fuzzy set, a variable v can belong to more than one set, according to a given 
membership function )(vXµ . Standard membership function types as Z, λ, π and S-type can be 
mathematically represented as piecewise linear functions, which can be easily implemented and 
adjusted by using neural networks. The neuro-fuzzy hybrid approach uses neural networks (e.g. 
back propagation) to optimize certain parameters of an ordinary fuzzy system, or to preprocess 
data and extract fuzzy rules from data [25]. The fuzzy system is reflected in three basic elements: 
fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification. The fuzzification in the input interfaces 
translates analog inputs into fuzzy values. The fuzzy inference takes place in rule blocks that 
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contain the linguistic control rules. The output of these rule blocks is linguistic variables. The 
defuzzification in the output interfaces translates them back into analog variables. Each of the 
fuzzy rules can be interpreted as a training pattern for a multi-layer neural network, where the 
antecedent part of the rule is the input and the consequent part of the rule is the desired output of 
the neural network.  

       There are two main approaches commonly used to implement fuzzy if-then rule blocks 
above by standard error back propagation network. One is to represent a fuzzy set by a finite 
number of its membership values (normally by linear functions). The other is to represent fuzzy 
numbers by a finite number of α-level sets. The fuzzy neural network turns into n inputs and m 
outputs crisp network, which can be trained by the generalized delta rule. For more complex 
fuzzy systems, however, there are other more suitable approaches such as ANFIS (adaptive-
network-based fuzzy inference system) to be used for implementing the fuzzy system [23].  

Decisions

Knowledge-Based Decision Support 
ModelKnowledge

Decisions &  
Explanations

Key Technologies

Method       : Fuzzy Synthetic Decision Model 
Purpose     : To combine experts’ judgments and process 

useful knowledge for decision making

Filter
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Figure 2. The hybrid robust decision support agent model 

3.3 Integration of FSD Model and cDSP Model 

As stated above, the cDSP model is data and information based, and is therefore only effective 
for the tangible (quantitative) criteria but not for the intangible (qualitative) criteria. The FSD 
model is knowledge based, and is able to handle both the tangible and the intangible criteria. The 
integration of the cDSP model and the FSD model generates a hybrid robust decision model. The 
mode of integration could be either “loose” or “tight.” In the loose mode, two or more models 
are combined and complement each other. Depending on the nature of the decision problem, an 
adaptor is employed in the model and served as a regulatory switch to adapt the decision 
problems by shifting the paradigms from one decision method (e.g. cDSP) to another (e.g. FSD). 
In the tight mode, however, two or more models are co-existent and integrated into a single 
hybrid model, for example, fuzzy cDSP, fuzzy neural networks or the neuro-fuzzy system above 
[25]. Figure 2 illustrates the scheme of the hybrid robust decision support model. Therefore, the 
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knowledge-based decision support model can manage design decision knowledge and provide 
real-time or on-line knowledge support to designers in the decision-making process. 

4. Multi-Agent Design Decision Support Framework  

Based on the distributed autonomous agent technology, the knowledge-based decision templates 
are developed based on the hybrid robust decision model to provide effective digital interfaces 
for a series of decisions during the design process. A knowledge-intensive multi-agent 
framework with the client-knowledge server architecture is developed for distributed design 
decision-making in the early design stages, including concept evaluation and selection. Thus, an 
efficient decision support environment involving distributed resources could be built up to 
shorten the realization of products having an optimal life-cycle performance and competitiveness 
[27,28].  

Knowledge 
Capture Agent

Design Process 
Modeling and 

Management Agent

Designer

Decision Support 
Agent

Design Knowledge 
Management  Agent

Knowledge Repository

 
Figure 3. The overall multi-agent knowledge intensive design decision support framework 

The overall multi-agent design support framework is shown in Figure 3. The core of the 
framework is the hybrid robust decision support agent developed by integrating the cDSP model, 
the FSD model, the design process model, and the knowledge capture and management model. 
Knowledge repository is used to store, share and reuse the corporate design knowledge. It 
contains a more comprehensive representation of an artifact. The artifact representation in a 
traditional design database generally consists of geometry (drawings and CAD models), version 
information, and the related documents, while the knowledge repository may also include the 
characterization of functions, behaviors, working principles, design rationales, simulation 
models, qualitative design knowledge and preferences of multiple and conflicting attributes, etc. 
The knowledge capture agent is used to acquire and discover new design knowledge. A 
prototype web-based design decision support engine that provides support for design evaluation 
and selection has been developed to verify and demonstrate the developed methodologies 
(algorithms) and framework. The engine could be used as an autonomous agent to be finally 
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integrated into a web-based product design and realization framework to support decision-
making in the collaborative product development process (design chain). 
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Figure 4 Knowledge decision support for concept evaluation and selection in design  

5. Application for Concept Evaluation and Selection in Design 

During the process of design for mass customization (DFMC) [24, 26], a family of products can 
widely variegate the selection and assembly of modules or pre-defined building blocks at 
different levels of abstraction so as to satisfy diverse customization requirements. The essence of 
DFMC is to synthesize product structures by determining what modules or building blocks are in 
the product and how they are configured to satisfy a set of requirements and constraints. A wrong 
or even a poor selection of either a building block or module can rarely be compensated at later 
design stages and give rise to a great expense of redesign costs [3]. Thus, the concept evaluation 
and selection is crucial for DFMC. While a number of methods have been investigated, there is 
still much to be desired due to the hindrance inherent in the concept evaluation and selection 
process [2]. With respect to the traditional approaches [2,3], the hybrid robust model is tailored 
for concept evaluation and selection for product customization. The knowledge resource utilized 
during this process extensively includes differentiating features, customers' requirements, 
desirablities, preferences and importance (weights), trade-offs (e.g. market vs investment), and 
utilities functions, and heuristic knowledge, rules, etc.  Figure 4 shows a knowledge decision 
support scheme for product evaluation and customization process. The kernel of the knowledge 
decision support scheme is the fuzzy synthetic model with fuzzy ranking algorithms for design 
evaluation and selection discussed above. To illustrate and validate the knowledge support 
scheme, a scenario of the knowledge support for the product customization in power supply 
family design is provided in [26].   
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presented the effort on the hybrid robust decision support model and framework for 
engineering design process. The work focused on the provision of methodologies/algorithms and 
framework for intelligent design decision-making in improved product development and 
business strategies. It can help bring products to market faster, and with more certainty of 
success. The proposed hybrid robust decision model was based on the processes of product 
information development and decision-making, in particular, assessment and selection. It can 
compensate for typical barriers to the decision-making process, including incomplete and 
evolving information, uncertain evaluations, inconsistency of team members’ inputs, etc. The 
robust decision assessment process can be used and refined for product development process 
mapping, constraint and gap identification, tracking information development and flow, and 
measuring effectiveness of current processes. The application in concept evaluation and selection 
in design for mass customization illustrates the feasibility and potentials of the developed 
methodology and framework. The future work is desired to develop a knowledge-intensive 
collaborative decision support model for design process based on the hybrid robust decision 
support model, and incorporate it into the web-based product design and realization framework. 
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